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The Mortal Instruments Movie
The Shadowhuntersâ€”touched by angels and charged with protecting innocentsâ€”battle demons and
other evil in the bestselling Mortal Instruments series.

City of Bones

When Clary Fray heads out

to the Pandemonium Club in New York City, she hardly expects to witness a murder. Much less a
murder committed by three teenagers covered with odd markings. This is Claryâ€™s first meeting with
the Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to ridding the earth of demonsâ€”and keeping the odd
werewolves and vampires in line. Itâ€™s also her first meeting with gorgeous, golden-haired Jace. Within
twenty-four hours Clary is pulled into Jaceâ€™s world with a vengeance, when her mother disappears
and Clary herself is attacked by a demon. But why would demons be interested in an ordinary mundane
like Clary? And how did she suddenly get the Sight? The Shadowhunters would like to know. . . .
of Ashes

City

Clary Fray just wishes that her life would go back to normal. But whatâ€™s normal when

youâ€™re a demon-slaying Shadowhunter, your mother is in a magically induced coma, and you can
suddenly see Downworlders like werewolves, vampires, and faeries? Clary would love to spend more
time with her best friend, Simon. But the Shadowhunters wonâ€™t let her goâ€”especially handsome,
infuriating Jace. Claryâ€™s only chance to help her mother is to track down rogue Shadowhunter
Valentine, who is probably insane, certainly evilâ€”and also Jaceâ€™s father. When the second of the
Mortal Instruments is stolen, the terrifying Inquisitor suspects Jace. Could Jace really be willing to betray
everything he believes in to help his father?

City of Glass

To save her motherâ€™s life, Clary

travels to the City of Glass, the ancestral home of the Shadowhuntersâ€”never mind that by doing so
she is breaking the Law, which could mean death. Even worse, Jace does not want her there, and Simon
has been thrown in prison by Shadowhunters who are deeply suspicious of a vampire who can
withstand sunlight. Luckily, Clary finds an ally in the mysterious Sebastian, who holds a strange
attraction for her. As Valentine musters a demon army, can Downworlders and Shadowhunters put
aside their ancient hatred and work together? And can Clary harness her newfound powers to help save
them allâ€”whatever the cost?

City of Fallen Angels

The Mortal War is over, and Clary is back in

New York, excited about all the possibilities before her. She's training to become a Shadowhunter and
to use her unique power. Downworlders and Shadowhunters are at peace at last. Andâ€”most
importantly of allâ€”she can finally call Jace her boyfriend. But nothing comes without a price. Someone
is murdering Shadowhunters, provoking tensions that could lead to a second, bloody war. Clary's best
friend, Simon, can't help her. Everywhere he turns, someone wants him on their sideâ€”along with the
power of the curse that's wrecking his life. Not to mention that he's dating two beautiful, dangerous
girlsâ€”neither of whom knows about the other. When Jace begins to pull away from her without
explaining why, Clary is forced to delve into the heart of a mystery whose solution reveals her worst
nightmare: She herself has set in motion a terrible chain of events that could lead to her losing
everything she loves. Even Jace.
3.5 stars
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The Mortal Instruments Books
Cassandra Clare is humorous, edgy and enlightening in this phenomenal series (The Mortal
Instruments). The characters are well rounded and Jace has a certain 'bad-boy' allure that most females
have learned to crave these days. The books builds up suspense right from the start and the author
cleverly releases most of the suspense at the peak but somehow conveys that there is yet something to
be solved and the audience is left suspended in mid-air. With all the paranormal creatures crammed
into th

Cassandra Clare is humorous, edgy and enlightening in this phenomenal series (The Mortal

Instruments). The characters are well rounded and Jace has a certain 'bad-boy' allure that most females
have learned to crave these days. The books builds up suspense right from the start and the author
cleverly releases most of the suspense at the peak but somehow conveys that there is yet something to
be solved and the audience is left suspended in mid-air. With all the paranormal creatures crammed
into these books you're left wanting nothing and gaining a hell of a ride. If you haven't read this yet,
purchase it because you can read it over and over again without getting bored of the witty sarcastic
lines and the romance that gives these books an entirely new edge.

...more

Some people will love these books and that is fine. I'm on book four now and it is only because I hate
not finishing a story that I've continued. And because I had apparently already bought the set.
The series reads like a story written by a 14 year old girl who wants to be a writer when she grows up.
The plotting, the structure, the strong Mary Sue of the lead female character, there are some interesting
ideas but nothing seems well thought out or at minimum well planned out.
In terms of writin

Some people will love these books and that is fine. I'm on book four now and it is

only because I hate not finishing a story that I've continued. And because I had apparently already
bought the set.
The series reads like a story written by a 14 year old girl who wants to be a writer when she grows up.
The plotting, the structure, the strong Mary Sue of the lead female character, there are some interesting
ideas but nothing seems well thought out or at minimum well planned out.
In terms of writing though, I would reread Twilight before reading this or suggesting it to someone.
...more
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The Mortal Instruments Cast
Wow. This series had me hooked from the first. It mingled regular humans, vampires, werewolves,
demons and a new breed of humans trained for a life of supernatural war, known as Shadowhunters.
Quotes were added from literature of old, to Biblical phrases and current authors.
There are characters like Isabelle Lightwood, who believe every story or fable is true but does not hold
to any given religion. I would guess that to be most of the other characters. Then there is Simon, a shy
boy, whose fir

Wow. This series had me hooked from the first. It mingled regular humans, vampires,

werewolves, demons and a new breed of humans trained for a life of supernatural war, known as
Shadowhunters. Quotes were added from literature of old, to Biblical phrases and current authors.
There are characters like Isabelle Lightwood, who believe every story or fable is true but does not hold
to any given religion. I would guess that to be most of the other characters. Then there is Simon, a shy
boy, whose first love and best friend is Clary Fray, and who is devotedly Jewish. Early on, he is turned a
vampire and spends a while adapting to his new life amid Clary's new friends in the Shadowhunter
world.
Some demons that are hunted are simply your average pests, of which the world must be rid. But then
there are other, Greater Demons-Eidolon kind or Lilith, one of the longest living demons known.
Fate and fantasy interlock and various perils make the determined group ask this question over and
over: What does this life require me to do for those I love?

...more

I really liked this book and I found it quite enjoyable. Although in the beginning I thought it was about
instruments and some weird stuff. I really didn't think It would turn out pretty good. It was kinda scary
but not that scary :D but uh, i recommend u guise 2 read it! tench
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The Mortal Instruments City Of Bones Cast
Fantastic series! If you can get past the first one, the others are sure to do it for you for sure. Very good
plot and great characters. I loved the development and how everything progressed. Very happy reader!
boring ass book, most lines ive read on a page was 10, all incomplete :D
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The Mortal Instruments Memes
Five Stars
YESSSSSS!!!!!!
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The Mortal Instruments Tv Show
I'm shipping every couple in this book
This is a must read series. It's captivating and suspenseful with a touch of young love wherever you go.
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The Mortal Instruments City Of Bones Full Movie
&lt;3!
i just fell in love with this book! The whole shadowhunters thing was awesome (can't wait for the movie
to come out).
Every charatcer was great, like Jace the good looking boy, Isabelle the pretty mean girl (she's not tht
mean) nd her brother Alec who is the quiet guy with his cruch on Jace then Clary nd Simon
i read every single book (my best friend read them all before nd she spoils everyting! even tho i love her)
but the last book...
SPOILER!!!!
in the last book Jace is now evil becuz he is
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i just fell in love with this book! The whole shadowhunters thing was awesome (can't wait for the movie
to come out).
Every charatcer was great, like Jace the good looking boy, Isabelle the pretty mean girl (she's not tht
mean) nd her brother Alec who is the quiet guy with his cruch on Jace then Clary nd Simon
i read every single book (my best friend read them all before nd she spoils everyting! even tho i love her)
but the last book...
SPOILER!!!!
in the last book Jace is now evil becuz he is bonded with Clary's real brother Sebastian(read the books to
find out, it's in book 3 tht says everything)so Jace goes to her nd kinda almost makes her go with him nd
Sebastian to do some evil plan. Clary misses Jace lik crazy nd wants to hav some alone time with him
even tho he is evil but needs to find out about the evil plan so she can tell everyone (her nd simon hav
this ring thing nd they can tlk to each other with their thoughts) but then she find out how evil her
brother sebastian really is nd tht the real Jace is still in there, somewhere. You also find out more about
what's going on with Alec nd Isabelle's love life. Like Alec has problems with Magnus's immortality nd
Isabelle nd Simon are getting all cozy with each other ;). But what the gross thing was is tht Sebastian nd
Clary had a fight scene where he was all lik
"You nd i need to rule together blah blah blah"
nd he kissed her!! Gross. which is funny becuz in the third book she accidently kissed him think he was
someone else nd when Clary found out tht Jace wasn't her borther but Sebatian(tht's not his real name
for the mortal insturment fans u kno), Simon had to point out the she kissed her real brother. -_but Sebatian is just like his crazy evil dad (who is dead) nd wants to do other insane things like making
evil shadowhunters nd stuff
i can't wait for the last book city of heavenly fire (i think thts how u spell it)
plus the clockwork seris too!
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...more
In my point of view Cassandra Claire is one of the best righter I have ever encountered. Her books are
amazing not just the mortal instrument books but all of her books. She make up these worlds that are
so imaginative and clever that incorporate every fairy tale creature you can think of. It's such a
fascinating world with their different cultures and traditions. I love the characters and how they each
have their own story and own personalities. The focus in the book changed as it went on it wo
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point of view Cassandra Claire is one of the best righter I have ever encountered. Her books are
amazing not just the mortal instrument books but all of her books. She make up these worlds that are
so imaginative and clever that incorporate every fairy tale creature you can think of. It's such a
fascinating world with their different cultures and traditions. I love the characters and how they each
have their own story and own personalities. The focus in the book changed as it went on it would
sometimes focus on one character and there story and then it would switch giving you an entirely
different perspective on the goings on. It switches a lot in the more resent books eg city of fallen angles
and city of lost souls
The plot of the story was amazing the plot twists and turns in the most unexpected ways it amazes me
that Cassandra can think of interesting and unique situations that you would never see coming.
If you are ever considering reading these books. Don't hesitate read them and I can guarantee you will
love them as much as I do.
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The Mortal Instruments City Of Ashes
let me just say that i love this series more than any books i have read. Cassandra did an excellent job
with the personalities of the characters and had an amazing imagination and very detailed. It was great
how she put all different people into one situation. I love how she wrote the twist and turns that took
your breath away. This series gave me more imagination and a passion for reading. I also love Jace to
pieces and love Alec and Magnus. I also love the fact that she put this into the real

let me just say that i

love this series more than any books i have read. Cassandra did an excellent job with the personalities
of the characters and had an amazing imagination and very detailed. It was great how she put all
different people into one situation. I love how she wrote the twist and turns that took your breath away.
This series gave me more imagination and a passion for reading. I also love Jace to pieces and love Alec
and Magnus. I also love the fact that she put this into the real world and another world at the same
time. I can't wait for The City Of Lost Souls!

...more

I loved this series. The first three books were amazing but I know some people feel that it dragged on
with the 6 books. The fourth one was okay, and the last two were great. I am tired of seeing all the
series I read be compared to twilight, and this is one of them. You can't compare them, and I don't even
see any similarity. Since I started reading more in January, I haven't found a series I didn't like. But I
guess some people are very picky with what they like, but I'm pretty simple. This is
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The first three books were amazing but I know some people feel that it dragged on with the 6 books.
The fourth one was okay, and the last two were great. I am tired of seeing all the series I read be
compared to twilight, and this is one of them. You can't compare them, and I don't even see any
similarity. Since I started reading more in January, I haven't found a series I didn't like. But I guess some
people are very picky with what they like, but I'm pretty simple. This is one of the best series I've read.
...more
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The Mortal Instruments City Of Bones Simon
If I were 12, I would give this probably 4 or 5 stars. Plot is really good but cheesy teeny bits in between
made me cringe at times and giddy at other times. The way I would describe this in short is "True Blood
for teens." Or Buffy meets Twilight with less vampires...That said, I'm currently rereading it until I'm
ready to read my next John Mayberry novel!
I actually read the books separately, but who wants to review all of them? They're actually sort of fun
kitchen-sink urban fantasy, if you can get around the horribly creepy main romance, and the sort of
pathetic 'main' character.
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